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Gnu Health Installation in Jamaica

• Two years work

• Mostly voluntary work by Luis Falcon

• Operational across whole island’s medical support network

Need to focus on a BUSINESS MODEL that pays consultants and professionals appropriately and 

is suitable for developing countries.



A Little Bit about the Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital

• Hospital Built by the Nelson Mandela Children’ Hospital Trust, a Project of the Nelson Mandela 

Children’s Fund

• Opening in December 2016

• Operating costs of hospital to be met by South African Government

• Second Children’s Hospital in South Africa

• Quaternary Care Children’s Hospital

• 150 Paediatric Clinicians

• 450 Paediatric Nurses

• The requirements of NMCH– emphasis on referrals, education, satellite units, research, etc.

• Has to enable the entire “care circle” and not only treatment in hospital

http://www.nelsonmandelachildrenshospital.org/


Lines of Interoperability

HL7 FHIR Interoperability 

NMCH HIS offers a way in 

for GNU Health

Procurors admired 

GNU Health but had no 

means of bringing it to 

the table of options. 

Went with T-Mobile 

and SAP



Health Level 7 – Fast Hospital 

Interoperability Resources

It is on 

interoperability 

that initial 

hopes are 

pinned



Eight Important, Co-operating Services

1. Enterprise Resource Planning

2. Customer (Patient) 

Relationship Manager

3. Laboratory Information 

Management System

4. Online Analytical Processing 

System

5. Picture Archiving and 

Communication System

6. GNU Health for Hospital

7. Gnu Health for Satellite 

Centres

8. Gnu Health for Government



Some work at Napier -

A TOWER OF BABEL Helped NMCHT with HIS Procurement

Established acceptability of Raspberry Pi 

3 implementations in Cloud Computing, 

Networking, Security

Established a complete implementation of 

GNU Health and other key software on 

tower of raspberry Pis - could offer cost-

effective hardware and software eHealth 

solutions. Particularly for satellite centres.

Use of virtual machines and cheap 

hardware



For Companies: A New 

world of Informatics 

Possibilities…

Precedents

Value Innovators

Around the Patient Innovators

Lean Innovators

Global Scale

New Health Digitals

Remote Sensors

Rewarding Value

Winning Business 

Models Cloud Based



Who will do it?

• Apple?

• Google?

• Facebook?

• Microsoft?

• Nokia?

• Health 2.0?

• All of the above?  

• Gnu Health?



Apple?

http://www.mercurynews.com/2014/08/13/appl

e-google-vcs-invest-in-health-technology/

http://www.mercurynews.com/2014/08/13/apple-google-vcs-invest-in-health-technology/


Google?

• First stage of ambitions, closed in 

2012… had some pretty big goals

https://googleblog.blogspot.co.uk/2011/06/update-on-

google-health-and-google.html

https://googleblog.blogspot.co.uk/2011/06/update-on-google-health-and-google.html
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Microsoft?

https://enterprise.microsoft.com/en-gb/industries/public-

sector/health/

https://enterprise.microsoft.com/en-gb/industries/public-sector/health/


Nokia?

http://www.theverge.com/2016/4/26/11507226/n

okia-acquire-withings

http://www.theverge.com/2016/4/26/11507226/nokia-acquire-withings


Health 2?

https://health2con.squ

arespace.com/market-

intel#market-landing

http://www.health2con.com/

Conference, Barcelona

3-5 May 2017

Scanning, 

Catalyzing, 

Analyzing

https://health2con.squarespace.com/market-intel#market-landing
http://www.health2con.com/


A Set of Workshop Questions

In the new, exploding domain 

of eHealth solutions: what 

kind of new business model 

invites in Gnu Health?



Partnership Opportunities



Who could do it?

• Apple?

• Google?

• Facebook?

• Microsoft?

• Nokia?

• Health 2.0?

• All of the above?  

• Gnu Health?

My other Research – The Artificial Intelligence of 

Artificial Persons

Each of these organisations is an Artificial Person

A Person under the law, can be afforded rights of 

representation and inclusion.  Artificial Persons 

employ natural persons, who role-play a professional 

occupation for the good of the organisation.

The rules of the organisation become a form of 

Artificial Intelligence.

Why should only purely commercial organisations be 

in dialogue during business meetings?  



AP

What other Artificial 

Persons are 

stakeholders?

Citizenry

NGOs

Etc.



Some Workshop Questions:

1. What are optimal value systems and conditions for the implementation of a sustainable business model for 

the national implementation of free software solutions in eHealth?

2. What are the issues involved in the co-design and co-creation of civic systems and services to support 

citizen’s health?

3. What are the issues of the design and use of health informatics that rely on mobile computing technologies 

that cross a number of communication devices and channels?

4. What are the issues of security, privacy, governance and ownership of data about people in health care 

information systems?

5. What are the issues involved in procurement of FLOSS solutions, the use of open source software and the 

business models for sustainable citizen informatics?

6. What are the routes of economic growth and wellbeing from socialized medicine?

7. What are appropriate medical and nursing solutions to health care issues in poor, displaced or otherwise 

unstable societies?

8. What are the issues concerning social media, news, opinion and content development and deployment for 

citizen and civic informatics?



Osterwalder and Pigneur, Business Model 

Generation





Developing The Business Model Canvas for 

Gnu Health Installations



Values, What Values?

http://www.worldmapper.org/display.php?selected=219

"Hundreds of thousands of African doctors need to be 

trained ... Nobody worries about it. There’s a rich part of 

the world that only cares about oil, diamonds, minerals, 

forests, gas, cheap labour ..." Fidel Castro, 2001

http://www.worldmapper.org/display.php?selected=219
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Given that the values of 

some stakeholders are 

totally different  from 

commercial players, what 

accommodations should 

be pursued?



Given a 

Multidimensional

Grid for Value 

Definition 



Empathy 

Map for Each 

Stakeholder



Questions for Bringing Gnu Health to 

Procurement Discussions

Development of a FLOSS Business Model Canvas, looking to future scenarios, involving 

commercial and non-commercial stakeholders, exploring by means of an empathy map the 

production of a GNU Health Business Model for implementation of eHealth solutions in the 

Developing World, addressing:

• Stakeholders?

• Values, What Values?

• What aspects of FLOSS and Gnu Health values can translate on to Economic scales?

• How to establish technical trustworthiness, professional support?

• How to respectfully cost consultant expertise?  Operational expertise?

• How to use specific scenarios to courageously explore the development of a bespoke GNU 

Health-friendly Business Model for any developing country wishing to employ it?

– What are Appropriate Procurement Scenarios?

– Societal Scenarios?


